Easy and rapid multi-pass detection of antigen and antibody with micro-lens sensors.
We introduce a micro-lens imaging method that can perform easy and rapid multi-pass detection of antigen/antibody (Ag/Ab) without the requirement of any labeling, expensive enzymes, pre-immobilization/modification, and post-washing. Our method detects Ag or Ab presenting in solutions in a quantitative or qualitative manner by using micro-lens as the sensor to monitor the refractive index variation of the solutions during the primary stage of Ag-Ab reaction. The detection can be taken rapidly and finished in two minutes, while requires very low sample volume (several micron liters) and its detection limit can be as low as ∼pg/mL. The method is also able to provide kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of Ag-Ab reactions. The detections of ten Ag-Ab systems and two kinds of clinical samples demonstrated that our method is of high sensitivity, accuracy, reliability and permitting on-site analysis.